CABINET 14: FRENCH PHILOSOPHIES

Encyclopédie, Lausanne [and] Berne: Les Sociétés Typographiques, 1782. de Beer Swb 1779 E.


CABINET 15: EMPIRICISM: THE HISTORY OF A HISTORIOGRAPHICAL NOTION (1) NINETEENTH CENTURY


CABINET 15: EMPIRICISM: THE HISTORY OF A HISTORIOGRAPHICAL NOTION (2) TWENTIETH CENTURY AND BEYOND


CABINET 16: THE NEW EXPERIMENTAL PHILOSOPHY


CABINET 17: THE MOLYNEX PROBLEM

Gottfried Wilhelm Leibniz, Oeuvres Philosophiques Latines et Françaises de feu M. De Leibnitz. Amsterdam: J. Schreuder, 1765. de Beer Lb 1765 L.


VITRINES:
1. Early Journals
2. Modern Philosophy Journals
3. University of Otago Philosophy – Then
4. University of Otago Philosophy – Now

WALLS:
Portrait of John Locke, philosopher (1632-1704).

George Dionysius Ehret’s illustrations of Linnaeus’s sexual system of plant classification, 1736.

Portrait of Linnaeus painted by J. H. Schellél, 1759.

Experimental Philosophy (X-Phi) flaming armchair.
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**CABINET 1: NEWTONIANISM**

Isaac Newton, Philosophiae Naturalis Principia Mathematica. 2nd ed. [Cambridge, England].: [s.n.], 1713. de Beer Eb 1713 N


Voltaire, Philosophical, Literary, and Historical Pieces, viz. Elements of the Newtonian Philosophy. Letter concerning Roger Bacon ... Life of Molère, évc. 2nd ed. London: Printed for Fielding and Walker, 1780. de Beer Eb 1780 V
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**CABINET 2: FRANCIS BACON**
Francis Bacon, Scripta in Naturali et Universali Philosophia. [Amsterdam]: Ludovicum Elzevirium, 1653. Shouts Eb 1653 B

---


---
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**CABINET 3: EARLY 17TH CENTURY EXPERIMENTAL PRACTICE**
Johannes Kepler, Epistola Eratosthenicae Copernicae. [Linz, Austria]: J. Franciscus, 1618-22. Shouts Eb 1618 K

Pierre Gassendi, Dissertatio de Animalium Mystere. [Lyon]: Laurentii Anselmi & Ioan. Bapt. Reyney, 1658-75. de Beer Eb 1658 G

William Harvey, Exercitationes de Generatione Animalium. [Amsterdam]: Joannem Raveystium, 1651. Medical Library Historical Collection WZ.230.H342 1651
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**DRAWER 4: THE ROYAL SOCIETY**
Francis Bacon, Sylos Sybarum. [Amsterdam]: Elzevir, 1661. Shouts Eb 1661 B


Robert Boyle, Tracts. London: Printed by W[illiam]. G[ofchild], 1674. de Beer Eb 1674
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**DRAWER 5: SPECTULATIVE PHILOSOPHY**
[John Sergeant], The Method to Science. London: Printed by W. Redmayne for the Author, 1696. de Beer Eb 1696 S


---


---

**CABINET 6: THE ROYAL SOCIETY**

Abraham Cowley, A Proposition for the Advancement of Experimental Philosophy" in Works. London: Printed by [John]. M[ackock], for Henry Herringman, 1668. de Beer Eb 1668 C
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**CABINET 7: CARTESIANISM**
Bence-Descartes, Opera Philosophica. [Amsterdam]: Ex Typographia Blaviana, 1685. de Beer Eb 1685 D

Antoine Le Grand, Institutio Philosophiae, Secundum Principia domini Renati Descartes. [London]: J. Martyn, 1668. de Beer Eb 1668 G
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**DRAWER 8: 17TH CENTURY NATURAL HISTORY**

Francis Bacon, Of the Advancement and Proficience of Learning, or, The Partitions of Sciences, IX Books. London: Printed for the author’s children, 1748. de Beer M153
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**DRAWER 9: 18TH CENTURY NATURAL HISTORY**


---

**DRAWER 10: LITERATURE AND THE EXPERIMENTAL PHILOSOPHY**

---

Voyage, Mélanges Philosophiques, Littéraires, Historiques, etc. Tome II (1771), in Oeuvres de Mr. de Voltair. [Geneva]: [Cramer], 1768-77. de Beer Swc 1674 V
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**DRAWER 11: EXPERIMENTAL MEDICINE**


---

Alexander Monro, Life of Dr Alexander Monro 1 in his own handwriting/ Manuscript, c1760. de Beer M289
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**DRAWER 12: 18TH CENTURY PHILOSOPHY OF SCIENCE**

---